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Serve others because of
what Jesus did for us.
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As you say goodbye to your child this 
morning say this: “Be on the lookout today 
for someone who needs help. Helping others 
is a way to show God’s love.”

As you say goodbye to your child this 
morning say this: “Be on the lookout today 
for someone who needs help. Helping others 
is a way to show God’s love.”
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“Jesus sat down and called for the 12 disciples to come to him. Then he said, “Anyone 
who wants to be first must be the very last. They must be the servant of everyone.”

Mark 9:35, NIrV
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SERVICE—Lending a hand to help someone else SERVICE—Lending a hand to help someone else
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MATTHEW 6:1-4
Give in Secret

MATTHEW 6:1-4
Give in Secret

While driving tell your child to be on the 
lookout for ways we can serve. Is the park 
dirty? Let’s make a plan to clean it up! Pay for 

someone’s meal in the drive through. Talk about how you can 
help your teacher or a friend in school.

While driving tell your child to be on the 
lookout for ways we can serve. Is the park 
dirty? Let’s make a plan to clean it up! Pay for 

someone’s meal in the drive through. Talk about how you can 
help your teacher or a friend in school.

Serve others without
looking for applause.

Serve others without
looking for applause.
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who wants to be first must be the very last. They must be the servant of everyone.”
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Influence is something to pay attention 
to no matter what stage of parenting 
you’re in, because ultimately every 
parent is on a journey from control 
to influence. We start out with almost 
complete control of a child’s life, but 
by the time our sons and daughters 
are eighteen, and ready to face life on 
their own, all we have left is influence.

This raises an important question: 
How exactly does influence work? It 
works like this:

We listen most to the people we love 
the most.

Our kids inevitably do what you and 
I do: they listen most to the people 
they love the most. This means that 
as a parent, you need to establish an 
authentic, healthy relationship with 
your son or daughter if you hope be 
an influence in their lives.

Influence is easy to lose but takes time 
to build up. Here are five easy ways to 
gain influence as a parent:

1. Do what you said you were going 
to do when you said you were going 
to do it. It cultivates trust, confidence, 
and even respect.

2. Enforce limits. Don’t think you’re 
helping your kids by letting them 
off the hook with commitments, 
boundaries, and responsibilities. One 
day, they’ll thank you for it.

3. Treat one another with 
kindness. Treat the people closest to 
you with more kindness than anyone 
else. (It’s natural, by the way, to do the 
opposite.)

4. Don’t overindulge your kids. Let 
rewards be rewards. As a rule, you 
shouldn’t give your kids rewards for 
nothing, or for simply doing what’s 
expected of them.

5. Work on your own character. When 
your kids see you developing your 
faith and character, you will have a 
greater impact on their lives.

If you think about it, the people who are 
gaining influence with you are probably 
exhibiting some of the characteristics 
just listed. You love and respect 
them because they are responsible, 
kind, considerate people who stand 
for something and have a deep 
integrity. The people who are losing 
influence in your life are people who are 
inconsistent and emotionally unhealthy.

While it takes discipline to develop your 
character and stick to sensible limits as 
a parent, over time, it will help you gain 
and keep influence with your kids.  

For more blog posts  
and parenting resources, visit:

ParentCue.org
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Which of these people would you expect to serve others? Circle them.

Waiters  Kids   Fire fighters
Doctors  Kings   Soldiers
Bus drivers  Parents  Teachers

That was kind of a trick question—because you should have circled them all! Whether you’re a king, 
a princess, a waiter, a doctor, or “just a kid,” you can serve others. The King of Kings, the Savior of the 
world, humbled himself, so there’s no reason WE can’t serve others!

THANK Jesus for coming to serve us by becoming our Savior!

God loved us first, so we can love others by showing them 
what God’s love looks like!

Grab a sheet of paper and tear off a small corner. Using a 
pencil, draw a heart, coloring it in as darkly as you can. Then 
take the piece of paper with the heart to the sink and wet 
the back of it. Press the piece of paper down on the back of 
your hand, and hold it tightly for a few seconds. Peel it off, 
and voila! You’ll have a temporary tattoo of a heart to remind 
you that you can love and serve others just like God first 
loved and served you!

KNOW that we can share the love God has shown us to 
others! 

DAY 1READ MARK 10:45

DAY 2READ 1 JOHN 4:19
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Jesus served the disciples by washing their feet, but that was 
not even close to the biggest act of service He would perform. 
Eventually, Jesus would serve all of humanity by dying on the 
cross to pay the price for our sins. Thankfully, we don’t have to 
give up our lives to serve each other, but we may have to give up 
other things, like . . .

DAY 3READ JOHN 15:12-13

Our time
First place in line

Our money or toys
The biggest piece

Draw a picture to illustrate the thing that might be hardest for you to give up to serve someone else. 

ASK God to help you give up whatever it takes to serve others well.

When Jesus died on the cross for us, He took on our sin, and paid the price for it. We can’t carry 
the load of others’ sin, but we can help them carry other things that are hard. Whether it’s 
actual things they are carrying (like helping your parent bring in the groceries or take the trash 
outside), or doing something to lighten their load in other ways, like helping your sibling with 
their chores or taking time to cheer them up when they’re having a bad day. Walk around your 
house for a minute and find something that someone else is carrying, and take that load from 
them.

LISTEN and look for ways you can 
serve others like Jesus served you.

DAY 4READ GALATIANS 6:2
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Have you ever done something nice just so everyone would see 
you do it and think you’re awesome? Or maybe you didn’t do it for 
everyone to see, but you certainly wanted the person you were 
serving to notice. If we’re being honest, probably all of us have 
done that at some point. 

Today, put on your undercover detective hat (imaginary, of course), 
and try to serve as many people as you can without them or anyone 
around them seeing. You’ll probably find you have one of your best 
days ever when you serve others in secret.

Matthew 5:16 may seem like it’s contradicting what 
we’re talking about this month. If we let our light 
shine so others can see it and see the good things 
we do, isn’t that the opposite of serving in secret? 
Sort of, but the difference is in our intention. If we 
are serving others for praise and trying to draw 
attention to the good things we are doing so people 
will think we are awesome, that’s not good. If people 
notice what we are doing, and we make sure they 
know we’re serving others because God served us 
first, that’s awesome! It shows others how Jesus has 
changed our lives, and it might make them want to 
know more about the God we serve!
  

DAY 1READ PHILIPPIANS 2:4

DAY 2READ MATTHEW 5:16

KNOW that serving in secret is actually more fun than seeking applause!

Draw a line to the words that are 
opposites.

Secret       Boos
Attention      Criticism
Cheers       Silence
Applause      Ignore
Praise       Public 

ASK God to give you a heart that seeks glory for Him and not for yourself.



Grab a special treat for yourself and a friend. Show the friend the 
treat in your hand, then put it behind your back and move it back and 
forth. Have your friend guess which hand it’s in—left or right! If they 
guess correctly, they win the treat! If they don’t guess correctly, they 
still win the treat! 

Read Matthew 6:3 again. It may seem silly to think about your each 
of your hands knowing what the other is doing, but it doesn’t literally 
mean your hands. Matthew is just saying we shouldn’t go around 
bragging to other people when we are serving others in need. Hide 
your acts of service as well as you hide candy behind your back!

DAY 3READ MATTHEW 6:3

KNOW  that no one needs to know when you serve someone in need.

Before you read Colossians 3:23-24, use the code below to read this secret message:

___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___    ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___    ___ ___ ___    ___ ___    
23   15  18   11       1    20       5    22    5    18   25   20    8     9    14    7      25   15   21       4   15
___ ___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___ ___ ___. 
 23  9    20    8          1    12   12       25  15    21   18        8     5     1    18   20

1   2   3  4   5   6  7  8   9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26
A   B  C   D  E  F   G  H   I     J      K     L     M    N    O     P    Q     R     S     T     U     V    W     X     Y      Z

Here’s the good news, even when you serve in secret, it’s 
never really a secret. God sees everything, and He knows 
when you are lending a hand to help someone else. 
Nothing makes Him happier than when His children love 
each other and serve each other like He served us.

KNOW that God sees when you lend a hand to help 
someone else!

DAY 4READ COLOSSIANS 3:23-24


